WOODEN RECESSED EDGE—side

OPEN PANEL EXT. FEMALE END—side

OPEN PANEL EXT. MALE END—side

RAIL MOD.135mm. (FOR FIXED PANEL) —side

RAIL MOD.135mm. (FOR MOVABLE PANEL) —side

RAIL MOD.111mm. (FOR FIXED PANEL) —side

RAIL MOD.135mm. (FOR MOVABLE PANEL) —side

RAIL MOD.89mm. (FOR FIXED PANEL) —side

RAIL MOD.89mm. (FOR MOVABLE PANEL) —side

FIXED CLIP—front

MOVABLE CLIP—front

RAIL—front

RAIL—front

RAIL—side

RAIL—side

APIAL PANEL SPUCING PIN—side

APIAL PANEL SPUCING PIN—front

RAIL SPUCING PIN—side

RAIL SPUCING PIN—front

LINEAR OPEN EXT. PANEL MOD. 89 (70x15mm.)—sec

LINEAR OPEN EXT. PANEL MOD 111 (92x15mm) PLYWOOD JOINT—sec

LINEAR OPEN EXT PANEL MOD 135 (116x15mm) PLYWOOD JOINT—sec